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Introduction
Cannabis is one among the most widely consumed drugs in the 

world. Studies indicate that almost 3% to 4% of the world’s adult 
population abuses the drug (WHO, 1997). Higher doses over 
long term have been found to produce undesirable physical and 
psychological consequences, notably cognitive deficits.1 Subjective 
reports of deficits in memory, attention or concentration are common 
among cannabis users.2 A review of research findings on the nature 
and pattern of cognitive deficits reported in abstinent individuals, and 
factors determining the deficits. A comprehensive literature search 
was conducted on PubMed using the keywords cannabis, marijuana, 
cognitive deficits and retraining to identify relevant articles published 
between 1990 and 2016. A total of 21 empirical studies were obtained, 
mostly conducted in the United States and Europe. 

Neuro-cognitive functions in individuals with cannabis 
dependence who are currently abstinent

Several neuropsychological studies conducted on individuals 
having cannabis abuse during consumption as well as at different 
periods of abstinence show alterations in cognitive functions. 
Researchers report that impairment occurs during the early period 
of abstinence i.e., up to 3 weeks.3 Cognitive functions is likely to 
improve over time, but the degree of recovery varies from individual 
to individual. Neuropsychological testing in individuals who 
use cannabis regularly shows impairment in memory, attention,4 
abstraction, decision-making and executive functioning5,6 during 
initial stage of abstinence. Findings are inconsistent. Regarding 
reversibility of these deficits over the course of abstinence. Attention 
and concentration deficits resolves within a month of abstinence but 
subtle deficits in verbal memory, learning, mental speed and executive 
functions such as decision making, concept formation, set shifting and 
planning persist.1,7

Determinants of level of cognitive deficits and recovery

Mixed results on pattern of cognitive recovery in individuals who 

are abstinent from cannabis signal possibility that there are other 
variables (related and/or not related to cannabis use) moderating the 
recovery. Researchers have examined chronicity, dosage and age 
of onset in relation to recovery. Performance of Long term users 
was significantly poor on tests of cognitive functions during early 
abstinence.4 Number of lifetime marijuana use episodes was associated 
with greater cognitive deficits, suggesting a cumulative dose effect 
of marijuana use.6 Amount of use of cannabinoids was also found to 
be a significant factor determining level of deficits.1,8 A longitudinal 
study of cognitive functions from birth to adulthood, reported 
participants Hooper8 with history of cannabis dependence prior to 
age of 18 showed neuropsychological decline over time.9 Early use of 
cannabis is likely to negatively influence neurodevelopmental process 
occurring in adolescence.10 Reduction in regional cerebral blood flow 
in PET scans11 and alteration in electrical activity as evidenced by 
fMRI studies12 particularly in the frontal lobe in adolescent cannabis 
users, indicate that there is a structural change. 

Neurobiological underpinnings of cognitive deficits in 
cannabis dependence 

Several studies examining neurophysiological changes and 
associated deficits in cognitive functions of individuals using 
cannabis have reported notable changes in brain’s electrical activity, 
density of white and grey matter and brain metabolism in cannabis 
users while comparing to that of nonusers.13 Studies utilizing MRI 
techniques identified differences in regional brain volume, showed 
decreased volume in right Para-hippocampal gyrus and left parietal 
lobe, increased volume in pre-central gyrus and the right thalamus 
in cannabis users.14,15 Lower resting regional cerebral blood flow, 
decreased glucose uptake in certain regions of the brain, dysfunctional 
metabolic relationships between frontal and medial temporal regions16 
were identified in individuals having chronic cannabis use. Reduction 
in regional cerebral blood flow in PET scan11 and alteration in 
electrical activity in fMRI12 were found in adolescent cannabis users. 
Developing neurons in the fronto-temporal regions were found to 
be affected in adolescents who initiate cannabis use at an earlier 
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Abstract

Cognitive deficits are one of the undesirable consequences of cannabis intake. A 
review of studies in this area was undertaken. It was found that individuals who 
consume cannabis suffer from widespread cognitive deficits. The level of deficits and 
degree of recovery are related to the chronicity, level, and age of onset of cannabis 
use. Some functions tend to be impaired for a long time and affect the process of 
recovery in individuals who try to remain abstinent. Neuroimaging studies in humans 
and studies in animals have shown that cannabis alters the brain structure and level of 
neurotransmitters. Cognitive deficits limit the capacity of individuals using cannabis 
to gain benefit from psychosocial management. Incorporating cognitive retraining 
with psychosocial management may facilitate better outcome.
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age.10 Cannabis was found to reduce the level of neurotransmitter 
acetylcholine in the prefrontal cortex.17 Since acetylcholine is essential 
for intact attention and memory functions, impairment of cognitive 
functions in individuals who use cannabis may be due to a decrease in 
the level of brain acetylcholine.

Impact of cognitive deficits in psychological 
management of cannabis dependence

Cognitive deficits, especially deficits in executive functions is 
likely to impair control of behaviour and keep individuals in the 
trap of addiction. Studies on patients who underwent psychological 
management for various substance dependence disorders have 
reported that poorer executive cognitive functions become a hurdle 
in the change process in patients, as patients with this difficulty 
are unaware of the severity of the problem and resort to denial.18,19 
Patients with cannabis dependence who drop out from psychological 
management program were found to score lower than completers 
on measures of executive functions such as abstract reasoning and 
processing accuracy.2 Hence it can be inferred that, in order to prevent 
dropout of patients from therapy and to maximize the benefit of 
psychosocial management, cognitive deficits need to be remediated.

Incorporating cognitive retraining strategies for 
better outcome

Cognitive retraining is the process of retraining for improving 
cognitive functions through repeated practice, and is based on the 
principle of brain plasticity.20,21 Several methods and strategies have 
evolved in the past two to three decades, addressing various cognitive 
deficits experienced by patients with psychiatric and neurological 
problems.21 With regard to substance dependence, patients with 
alcohol disorders have shown improvement in cognitive functions as a 
result of retraining practices.22–25 Improvement of cognitive functions 
in those who underwent training showed increased psychological 
wellbeing and decrease in craving.26–31 

Conclusion
Given that cognitive deficits is associated with cannabis use and 

the promising results of cognitive retraining in alcohol dependence, 
it is suggested that incorporating cognitive retraining alongside other 
psychosocial management and pharmacotherapy may be beneficial in 
the rehabilitation of cannabis users.
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